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HOST CHARACTER LIST – expansion pack
NAME |
OCCUPATION
RIVER BATES
Manager,
Gracey's
Haunted House
Optional player

MAX CADBURY
Assistant
Manager,
Gracey's
Haunted House
Optional player

SAM COGSWORTH
Ticket Clerk,
Gracey’s
Haunted House
Optional player

LANE LURCH
Tour Guide,
Gracey’s
Haunted House
Optional player

GERRY GODFREY
Tour Guide,
Gracey’s
Haunted House
Optional player
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There are 5 optional players, and all are either gender.

BRIEF BIO

SUGGESTED
ATTIRE

River Bates is the no-nonsense manager of Gracey’s Haunted
House of Autumn Falls. River runs a tight ship and does not allow for
any playtime during work hours. Once employees are clocked in,
they are to be working, according to River. River will avoid social
interaction at all costs and is highly suspicious of anyone who uses
the word Halloween. River must always be squeezing something as
a way to relieve stress.

Both male and
female: any type
of haunted house
costume.

Max Cadbury is the friendly assistant manager of Gracey’s Haunted
House of Autumn Falls. Max takes orders directly from the nonnonsense, antisocial manager and is the one the staff communicates
with daily. Max has a childlike wonder and often muddles illusion and
reality. Max is always smiling and happy – even during gloomy and
cheerless situations.

Both male and
female: any type
of haunted house
costume.

Sam Cogsworth is a colossal prankster that gives a nickname to
everyone before even knowing their real names. Sam is the ticket
clerk who works the front desk at Gracey’s Haunted House of
Autumn Falls and is always joking with the guests of the attraction
before they are escorted into the house by a grim reaper tour guide.
Sam continually squints their eyes and needs to wear prescription
glasses but refuses to see an eye doctor. Sam thinks glasses are
nerdy. That’s Sam’s opinion, though.
Lane Lurch is the super creepy tour guide of Gracey’s Haunted
House of Autumn Falls. The tour guides all dress as grim reapers
and takes the guests through the attraction, one at a time. Lane is
not sympathetic to scaredy cats and takes full pleasure in seeing
others squirm and fill with fear. Lane is continually adjusting their
clothing and overuses the catchphrase, ‘One, two, Freddy’s coming
for you.’
Gerry Godfrey is the happy-go-lucky tour guide at Gracey’s Haunted
House of Autumn Falls. The tour guides all dress as grim reapers
and takes the guests through the attraction, one at a time. Unlike the
other guides who enjoy seeing frightened people, Gerry is more of a
nurturer who strives to make the guests unafraid. Gerry is forgetful,
snorts while laughing, and is super gullible.

Both male and
female: any type
of haunted house
costume.

Both male and
female: Grim
Reaper Costume

Both male and
female: Grim
Reaper Costume
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